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Abstract

This paper proposes an extension scheme of the well-known Berkeley Socket Interface for supporting QoS-provided multipeer multimedia communications. The current BSD Socket Interface has been TCP/IP-centric historically and the protocol suite was developed for the peer-to-peer best effort data communications. In order to support multiparty multimedia applications, such key functions as group management, QoS control, and reliable multicast transport should be exploited in the current simple unicast communication architecture and the well-known interface should be extended to cover the functions. This paper proposes a few new API functions and some changes in the current APIs.

1. Introduction

Interactive/distributed multimedia applications require a reliable concurrent multicast service based on transmitting user data from a single or multiple sources to all members of a multicast group.[1] The concurrent transmission of data to multiple recipients has been receiving increased attention since the late 1980s.[2] In particular, many applications in the Internet can benefit from multicasting their data to peer applications.[3,4] For many newer Internet protocol developments, multicasting is rapidly becoming the general case of datagram transmission, with unicasting just a special case.[5,6]

Current IP multicast technologies are based on RFC 1112 which has been updated by RFC 2236. The IGMP is used by IP hosts to report their multicast group memberships to any immediately-neighborling multicast routers. Multicast routers use IGMP to learn which groups have members on each of their attached physical networks. A multicast router keeps a list of multicast group memberships for each attached network, and a timer for each membership. "Multicast group memberships" means the presence of at least one member of a multicast group on a given attached network, not a list of all of the members.[7]

IP multicast allows sources to send to a multicast group without being a receiver of that group. However, for many conferencing purposes it is useful to know who is listening to the conference, and whether the media flows are reaching receivers properly. Accurately performing both these tasks restricts the scaling of the conference. IP multicast means that no-one knows the precise membership of a conference at a specific time, and this information cannot be discovered, as to try to do so would cause an implosion of messages, many of which would be lost. Instead, RTCP gives approximate membership information through periodic multicast of session messages which, in addition to information about the recipient.[8] So it has been said that the MBone is loosely coordinated for membership.

In networks that are able to carry a range of different types of traffic from different applications, this contract is usually expressed in terms of a set of performance measures commonly known as Quality of Service parameters.[9] An integrated-services network is a network designed to carry various types of traffic, and to offer various services in an attempt to satisfy the different requirements of those types. Different types of traffic have different QoS requirements; for example, an interactive voice packet is to be delivered with a relatively short delay and a small delay
variation; a file data needs reliable transmission and a reasonable transfer time; and so on. Thus, an integrated-services network must be governed by protocols that are sensitive to the QoS requirements of the various types of traffic and try to satisfy each one of them as much as possible.[10] The Internet has no basic, widely implemented way of expressing transmission rate and delay parameters, qualitatively or quantitatively.[9]

Up to now, UNIX applications that were to exploit the advantages of multicasting only had UDP available as a transport protocol.[11] UDP essentially relays the unreliable datagram semantics of IP to the transport level, only adding error detection (discard on error) and an additional layer of multiplexing. On top of UDP, specialized protocols such as RTP/RTCP have been built that converted these semantics into those actually needed by the application. [12,13]

For those requirements, a ubiquitous transport protocol is not enough: to enable the emergence of portable multicast and QoS-based applications, the multicast transport service interface must be as widely available. For UDP and TCP, the Berkeley socket interface is the most widely available API. The current socket interface that was developed initially and has been used in the BSD UNIX operating system and its derivations. It supports only the reliable unicast transmission and IP multicast capability which contains join of a network multicast group and transmission of a data multicast. It cannot provide QoS and transport group functions. Section II describes new transport services specified in ECTS in order to support the requirements. Section III explains extensions to the socket API for ECTP qos-based multicast transport protocol. Then conclusions are offered in section IV.

II. Enhanced Transport Services

The existing transport services based on the OSI reference model or the TCP/IP protocol stack are designed for peer-to-peer unicast communications. So their protocol functions are very simple and poor. ISO/IEC JTC1/SC6 and ITU-T SG7 have worked for a common project of developing new standards for the multipoint multimedia communications of which key service functions are QoS provision, multicast transmission, and group management.

ECTS (Enhanced Communications Transport Service[14]) provides for those services and defines a wide range of services ranging from unreliable unicast with best-effort QoS to reliable multicast with guaranteed QoS. In this way, ECTS is meant to provide for a universal and uniform service interface between transport protocols and applications of the present and the future information age, especially for those applications requiring versatile and powerful multimedia group communication capabilities. ECTP is a protocol to provide the transport services as follows defined in ECTS.

- Create: can be used by the connection owner to establish a homogeneous TC (Transport Connection), provided the enrolled TS-users exist and are known to the TS-provider. It is assumed that there exists one and only one TC-owner who possesses the right to create and terminate a transport connection of a given enrolled group.
- Invite: can be used by the owner to invite the TS-users to collectively establishing a heterogeneous connection, provided the enrolled TS-users exist and are known to the TS-provider. A heterogeneous TC is established by individual establishment of multiple 1xN simplex channels, each by every local TS-user through join primitives.
- Data Transfer: provides for two types of transfer of TSDUs from a sending TS-user to the other receiving TS-user(s). In one type, data transfer takes place over a successfully established TC using T-DATA primitives. In the other type, it takes place at any phase of a TC using T-UNITDATA primitives; it may take place even when no TC is available between the sending and the receiving TS-users.
- Pause: provides for the TS-provider to indicate with the T-PAUSE indication to the active group TS-user(s) that the TC has entered the state where the data transfer is not allowed. The reason parameter within the primitive should deliver the reason, e.g., violation of the QoS or the AGI.
- Resume: is used to resume the data transfer recovering from the temporarily violated TC-characteristics. After the receipt of the RESUME indication, the active group TS-user may restart issuing T-DATA request
primitives or receiving T-DATA indication ones.

- Report: is used to notify the change or selection of TC-characteristics to the active TS-users during data transfer or in TC establishments.

- Join: can be used by the focal TS-user to establish a heterogeneous TC, provided the enrolled TS-users exist and are known to the TS-provider, and by a TS-user to join an already existing homogeneous TC as a send and/or receive TS-user or a heterogeneous TC as a receive-only user.

- Leave: is used to remove a TS-user from the TC.

- Terminate: is used to terminate a TC. The termination may be initiated by the TC-owner or the TS-provider due to fatal failure of some TC-characteristics. It is permitted at any time regardless of the state of the TC.

- Token Manage: can be used by the TC-owner and other sending TS-users to pass around the token(s) for the right to transmit data.

- Ownership Transfer: can be used by the TC-owner and TS-users to pass the TC ownership.

Corresponding transport service primitives and their parameters can be summarized in Table 1.

### III. API Extensions

Group communication presents by necessity a more complex service interface than point-to-point communication. It is important that the ECTP API does not further confuse application programmers, that is, the interface should be compatible both syntactically and semantically to well-known existing interfaces as far as possible and be the same for both kernel driver and user-mode daemon implementation of ECTP.

The BSD socket interface is the widely accepted UNIX interface for interprocess communication today and the majority of application programmers are expected to be comfortable with it. Therefore it has been chosen as the basis for the ECTP API.

ECTP[15] has been designed for providing the enhanced transport services. A transport service user calls an API function that is a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Primitives</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>create</td>
<td>T-CREATE request</td>
<td>Called address, Calling address, TC-characteristics, TS-user data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T-CREATE indication</td>
<td>Called address, Calling address, TC-characteristics, TS-user data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T-CREATE response</td>
<td>Responding address, TC-characteristics, TS-user data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T-CREATE confirm</td>
<td>Responding address, TC-characteristics, TS-user data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>invite</td>
<td>T-INVITE request</td>
<td>Called address, Calling address, TC-characteristics, TS-user data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T-INVITE indication</td>
<td>Called address, Calling address, TC-characteristics, TS-user data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>data</td>
<td>T-DATA request</td>
<td>TS-user data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transfer</td>
<td>T-DATA indication</td>
<td>Called address, Status, TS-user data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UNIT-DATA request</td>
<td>Called address, Calling address, TC-characteristics, TS-user data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UNIT-DATA indication</td>
<td>Called address, Calling address, TC-characteristics, Status, TS-user data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pause</td>
<td>T-PAUSE indication</td>
<td>Reason</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>resume</td>
<td>T-RESUME indication</td>
<td>Reason</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>report</td>
<td>T-REPORT indication</td>
<td>Reason</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>join</td>
<td>T-JOIN request</td>
<td>Called address, Calling address, TC-characteristics, TS-user data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T-JOIN indication</td>
<td>Called address, Calling address, TC-characteristics, TS-user data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T-JOIN response</td>
<td>Responding address, TC-characteristics, TS-user data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T-JOIN confirm</td>
<td>Responding address, TC-characteristics, TS-user data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leave</td>
<td>T-LEAVE request</td>
<td>Called address, Calling address, TS-user data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T-LEAVE indication</td>
<td>Called address, Reason</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tolerate</td>
<td>T-TERM.request</td>
<td>TS-user data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T-TERM.indication</td>
<td>Reason, TS-user data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ownership</td>
<td>T-OWNER request</td>
<td>Called address, Calling address, TS-user data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T-OWNER indication</td>
<td>Called address, Calling address, TS-user data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T-OWNER response</td>
<td>Responding address, TS-user data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T-OWNER confirm</td>
<td>Responding address, TS-user data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>token give</td>
<td>T-GIVE request</td>
<td>Called address, Calling address, TS-user data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T-GIVE indication</td>
<td>Called address, Calling address, TS-user data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T-GIVE response</td>
<td>Responding address, TS-user data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T-GIVE confirm</td>
<td>Responding address, TS-user data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>token get</td>
<td>T-GET request</td>
<td>Called address, Calling address, TS-user data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T-GET indication</td>
<td>Called address, Calling address, TS-user data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T-GET response</td>
<td>Responding address, TS-user data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T-GET confirm</td>
<td>Responding address, TS-user data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1 - Transport Services and Their Primitives**

means to interact with the transport service provider through an access point called port.
The service provider is a collection of every participating transport entity which may exchange control packets for cooperation. API functions are summarized below. In the function names, "m" means to support the reliable multicast transport based on QoS.

Some of the functions such as msocket, mlisten, mmrecv, and so on, have been extended in their semantic definitions and parameters and the other ones such as mrespond, mtokentset, mownmrtr, and so on have been specified newly.

(1) msocket()

It creates a new unnamed client/server or multipipe socket within the ECTP domain. To perform ECTP network I/O, the first thing a process must do is calls the msocket function, specifying the type of communication protocol desired (ECTP using IPv4, ECTP using IPv6, ECTP using OSI protocols, etc.).

```
int msocket(int family, int type, int protocol, int role);
```

Returns: non-negative descriptor if OK, or -1 on error
- family: specifies the protocol family such as AF_INET, AF_INET6, AF_ISO, etc.;
- type: specifies the type of socket such as SOCK_STREAM, SOCK_DGRAM, or SOCK_TSDU;
- protocol: is set to 0 except for raw sockets; and
- role: specifies the role of this calling initiator such as TC_OWNER, TC_USER, TC_CLIENT, or TC_SERVER.

(2) mbind()

With the Internet protocols the protocol address is the combination of either a 32-bit IPv4 address or a 128-bit IPv6 address, along with a 16-bit ECTP port number. It associates a pair of local and group addresses along with each port to a socket.

```
int mbind(int mssockfd, const struct
sockaddr *myaddr, socklen_t myaddrlen,
const struct sockaddr *grpaddr,
socklen_t grpaddrlen);
```

Returns: 0 if OK, or -1 on error.
- mssockfd: is a socket descriptor that was returned by the msocket function;
- myaddr: is a pointer to a protocol-specific address to bind a local address to the above socket;
- myaddrlen: is the size of the above address structure;
- grpaddr: is a pointer to a protocol-specific address to bind a target group address to the socket; and
- grpaddrlen: is the size of the group address structure.

In the ECTP multipipe model, the two ports for the local and group addresses must be identical each other for distinguishing multiple connection end points. A process can mbind a specific IP address or network address and a target group network address to its socket. The source and group addresses must belong to an interface on the host. For an ECTP user, these assign the source IP address and the group IP address that will be used for IP datagrams sent on the socket and the group address restricts the socket to receive an incoming connection destined only to that IP addresses.

Otherwise, in the client/server model, servers bind their well-known port when they start. Operations are the same as in the existing client/server model.

(3) mconnect()

It initiates a connection creation to a specified foreign address and contains the initiator's QoS proposal. It may be mapped to a T-CREATE request and its return to either T-CREATE confirm, if OK, or T-TERMINATE indication, if failed.

Or it initiates a late join process. It may correspond to a T-JOIN request and its return to either T-JOIN confirm, if OK, or T-LEAVE indication, if failed.

```
int mconnect(int mssockfd, const struct
sockaddr *mmtaddr, socklen_t
mmtaddrlen);
```

Returns: a code number specifying what kind of protocol control information is generated to user if OK, or -1 on error.
- mmtaddr: is a pointer to a protocol-specific address to which a connection initiator opens a connection or a late joining user asks his join request. Thus this address may be a group address or a peer address; and
- mmtaddrlen: is the size of the above remote address structure.

(4) mlisten()

It converts an unconnected socket into a passive socket, indicating that the kernel should accept an incoming connection request, and waits for and accept a single connection. Its return message corresponds to a T-CREATE
The semantics of the function is somewhat different in the multipeer model and the client/server model.

```c
int mlisten(int msockfd, int backlog);
```

- `backlog`: specifies the maximum number of connections or data channels that the kernel should queue for this socket.

When a multipeer socket is created by the msocket function, it is assumed to be an active socket, that is, the owner socket that will issue an mconnect. The mlisten function converts an unconnected socket into a passive socket, indicating that the kernel should accept incoming channel requests directed to this socket in the heterogeneous connection type. The second argument, `backlog`, to this function specifies the maximum number of channels that the kernel should queue for this multipeer socket. But it should be 1 in the homogeneous connection type because there should be only one single connection in a multipeer group. This function is normally called after both the msocket and mbind functions and must be called before calling the mrespond function.

(5) maccept()

- It returns a next completed connection from the front of the completed connection queue and is called by an ECTP server. This function can be used only for the existing peer-to-peer client/server model. If the connection queue is empty, the process is put to sleep.

```c
int maccept(int msockfd, struct sockaddr *cliaddr, socklen_t *cliaddrlen);
```

- `cliaddr`: returns the protocol address of the connected peer process (the client); and
- `cliaddrlen`: is a pointer to the size of the socket address structure pointed by cliaddr.

If maccept is successful, its return value is a brand new descriptor that was automatically created by the kernel.

(6) mrespond()

- It responds in order to take part in a creating connection, i.e., T-CREATE response, accept the ownership transferred from the owner, i.e., T-OWNER response, accept a token given from the owner, i.e., T-GIVE response of a TS-user, or receive a coming-back token, i.e., T-GIVE response of the owner, or does to a join request initiated by a late joining TS-user, i.e., T-JOIN response of the owner, to a token retrieval of the owner, i.e., T-GET response of a TS-user, or to a token request initiated by a TS-user, i.e., T-GET response of the owner.

This function is used by an ECTP user including the owner. It provides multiple protocol functions as above. The returning flags are indicated locally by a transport entity. Other indication flags are returned by mrecv function after the exchanges.

```c
int mrespond (int msockfd, const struct sock addr *rtiaddr, socklen_t rtiaddrlen, int flags);
```

- `rtiaddr`: is a pointer to a protocol-specific address to which a connection initiator opens a connection or a late joining user asks his join request. Thus this address may be a group address or a peer address; and
- `flags`: specifies what kind of protocol control information is generated to the kernel.

(7) msend()

- It sends data from a single buffer into a connected socket. It may correspond to a T-DATA request.

```c
ssize_t msend (int msockfd, const void *userdata, size_t nbyte, int *flags);
```

- `userdata`: is a pointer to buffer to write from; and
- `nbytes`: is the number of bytes to write.

(8) msendto()

- It sends a unit of data to a specified address. It may correspond to a T-UNITDATA request. The "to" argument for msendto is a socket address structure containing the protocol address of where the data is to be sent.

```c
ssize_t msendto (int msockfd, const void *userdata, size_t nbyte, int *flags, const struct sockaddr *toaddr, socklen_t toaddrlen, tc_chars *chars);
```

- `toaddr`: is a pointer to a protocol-specific address to which user data is sent. It may be a group address or a peer address;
- toaddrlen: is the size of the above toaddr address structure; and
- chars: is a pointer to a TC characteristics structure containing the AGI and QoS parameters.

(9) mownerr()  
The TC-owner only can use this function when he wants to transfer the ownership to a specified user or a group of members for contention. It can be mapped to a T-OWNER request.

int mownerr(int msockfd, const struct sockaddr *myaddr, socklen_t myaddrlen,  
const struct sockaddr *rmtaddr,  
socklen_t rmtaddrlen);

Returns: zero if OK, or -1 on error.
- myaddr: is a pointer to a protocol-specific address, specifying the TC-owner; and
- rmtaddr: is a pointer to a protocol-specific address to which the ownership transfer packet is transmitted in unicast or multicast.

(10) mtokenget()  
The TC-owner or a TS-user calls this mtokenget function when the owner wants to withdraw a token from a TS-user or the TS-user wants to get the floor. The former case is called the token retrieval, i.e., the owner’s T-GET request, and the latter one is called the token request, i.e., the TS-user’s T-GET request.

int mtokenget(int msockfd, const struct sockaddr *myaddr, socklen_t myaddrlen,  
const struct sockaddr *rmtaddr,  
socklen_t rmtaddrlen);

Returns: zero if OK, or -1 on error.

(11) mtokengive()  
The TC-owner or a TS-user calls this mtokengive function when the owner allocates a token to a TS-user and the TS-user wants to return back the floor to the owner. The former case is called the token allocation, i.e., the owner’s T-GIVE request and the latter one is called the token return, i.e., a TS-user’s T-GIVE request.

int mtokengive(int msockfd, const struct sockaddr *myaddr, socklen_t myaddrlen, const struct sockaddr *rmtaddr,  
socklen_t rmtaddrlen);

Returns: zero if OK, or -1 on error.

(12) mrecv()  
This function is used for a lot of actions by an ECTP user including the owner. It provides multiple protocol functions as below and delivers some information to a TS-user. It can be mapped appropriately to a T-DATA ind., T-REPORT ind., T-PAUSE ind., T-RESUME ind., T-LEAVE ind., T-JOIN ind., T-OWNER ind., T-OWNER con., T-GIVE ind., T-GIVE con., T-GET ind., T-GET con., or T-TERMINATE ind.

ssize_t mrecv (int msockfd, void *userdata, size_t nbytes, int *flags,  
struct sockaddr *fromaddr,  
socklen_t *fromaddrlen);

Returns: number of bytes read if OK, or -1 on error.
- userdata: is a pointer to buffer to read into;
- nbytes: is the number of bytes to read into; and
- fromaddr: is a pointer to a protocol-specific address to specify the sender.

When a TS-user receives user data from the buffer, he must evaluate fromaddr to distinguish senders and deliver each user data into a buffer for a specific sender. Thus an application may handle multiple receiving buffers for every concurrent sender.

(13) mrecvfrom()  
It delivers a unit of data and address of sender, corresponding to a T-UNITDATA ind. The function fills in the socket address structure pointed to by fromaddr with the protocol address of who sent the datagram. The number of bytes stored in this socket address structure is also returned to the caller in the integer pointed to by fromaddrlen.

ssize_t mrecvfrom (int msockfd, void *userdata, size_t nbytes, int *flags,  
struct sockaddr *fromaddr, socklen_t *fromaddrlen, tc_chars *chars);

Returns: number of bytes read if OK, or -1 on error.
- userdata: is a pointer to buffer to read into;
- fromaddr: is a pointer to a protocol-specific address to specify the sender;
- fromaddrlen: is the size of the above fromaddr address structure; and
- chars: is a pointer to a TC characteristics structure containing the AGI and QoS parts.

When a TS-user receives user data from the buffer, he must evaluate fromaddr to distinguish senders and deliver each user data into a buffer for a specific sender. Thus an application
may handle multiple receiving buffers for every concurrent sender.

(14) mclose()

It terminates an existing connection and releases its associated socket. It may correspond to a T-TERMINATE request, if the initiator is the owner, or a T-LEAVE request, if it is a non-owner T5-user. The default action with an ECTP socket is to mark the socket as closed and return to the process immediately. The socket descriptor is now longer usable by the process: it cannot be used as an argument to msnd or mrecv.

int mclose (int msockfd);
Returns: 0 if OK, or -1 on error.

IV. Conclusion

Making multicasting accessible to application developers would be greatly facilitated by ubiquitous deployment of a suitable reliable multicast transport protocol. This paper proposes to use ECTP as this protocol, as it is scalable, reasonably efficient for most applications, reliable, and provides globally ordered delivery of messages, thus simplifying application development.

Modified and extended API functions which has been designed to use the ECTP have been described in this paper. Since their structures are similar to those of the existing socket API, developers will be comfortable with the proposed functions.

ECTP is being implemented on FreeBSD as a user-mode daemon now, but will be done as a kernel module at the next version. These results will be contributed to ISO/IEC JTC1/SC6 WC7 ECTP project having a goal of designing an enhanced transport protocol.
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